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A B S T R A C T

The Critical Node Detection Problem (CNDP) consists in finding the set of nodes, defined critical, whose
removal maximally degrades the graph. In this work we focus on finding the set of critical nodes whose
removal minimizes the pairwise connectivity of a direct graph (digraph). Such problem has been proved to
be NP-hard, thus we need efficient heuristics to detect critical nodes in real-world applications. We aim at
understanding which is the best heuristic we can apply to identify critical nodes in practice, i.e., taking into
account time constrains and real-world networks. We present an in-depth analysis of several heuristics we ran
on both real-world and on synthetic graphs. We define and evaluate two different strategies for each heuristic:
standard and iterative. Our main findings show that an algorithm recently proposed to solve the CNDP and that
can be used as heuristic for the general case provides the best results in real-world graphs, and it is also the
fastest. However, there are few exceptions that are thoroughly analyzed and discussed. We show that among
the heuristics we analyzed, few of them cannot be applied to very large graphs, when the iterative strategy
is used, due to their time complexity. Finally, we suggest possible directions to further improve the heuristic
providing the best results.
1. Introduction

The problem of identifying the most important nodes in a graph
is a widely studied subject and an active research area [1,2], with
implications in several application fields, including, among others,
economy [3], biology [4], viral marketing [5,6], misinformation [7,8]
and epidemiology [9–11]. The importance of a node is not uniquely
defined: it depends on the application of interest and on the specific
task that we need to solve. In particular, we say that a node is critical
when it plays a paramount role in keeping the network connected.
The research of the set of nodes whose removal maximally degrades
the graph connectivity is known in the literature as the Critical Node
Detection Problem (CNDP) [12]. Different measures of connectivity
may be considered, giving rise to different variants of the CNDP. In this
paper, we focus on directed graphs and we consider the formulation of
the CNDP that aims at identifying those nodes whose removal results in
the minimization of the pairwise connectivity [13], i.e., of the number
of vertex pairs that are strongly connected in the considered graph.

Formally, let 𝐺 be a directed graph, and let 𝐶1, 𝐶2,… , 𝐶𝑁 be its
strongly connected components. The CNDP with parameter 𝑘 is the
problem of finding a set of nodes 𝑆 = {𝑛1, 𝑛2,… , 𝑛𝑘} of size 𝑘 whose
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removal minimizes the connectivity 𝑓 (𝐺) of 𝐺, with 𝑓 (𝐺) =
∑𝑁

𝑖=1
(

|𝐶𝑖|
2

)

.
This formulation of the CNDP is known to be a NP-hard problem [13,
14]. Recently, Paudel et al. [15] proposed a linear-time algorithm,
based on the framework of Georgiadis et al. [16], that optimally solves
the CNDP for 𝑘 = 1 in a directed graph. The design of the algorithm
has been motivated by the study of Ventresca and Aleman [17] that
addresses the same problem for undirected graphs. The algorithm
proposed in [15] finds all articulation points in the graph – i.e., all nodes
whose removal increases the number of strongly connected components
– and it selects the best such nodes with respect to the objective
function 𝑓 . The algorithm by Paudel et al. cannot be directly used for
the case 𝑘 > 1 for two main reasons: the number of articulation points
in a graph may be less than 𝑘 and, in any case, the algorithm does not
consider the combined effect of concurrently removing more than 1
vertex. These limitations, together with the lack of a publicly available
and efficient implementation, limited the diffusion of the algorithm
and fostered the use of greedy algorithms for the CNDP that rely on
general-purpose measures of centrality [12].

The underlying idea of any greedy heuristic for the CNDP is to
rank the nodes of the graph based on a suitable centrality measure,
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Fig. 1. Suppose that we want to solve the CNDP for 𝑘 = 2 for the toy graph with 11
vertices depicted in panel (a). Optimally solving the CNDP for 𝑘 = 1 twice leads to
removing node 6 at the first step and nodes 3 or 8 at the second step, thus obtaining
the sub-optimal solutions depicted in panel (b) and (c). The optimal solution, shown
in panel (d), instead consists in removing nodes 3 and 8, which, in this example, are
the two vertices having the greatest degree centrality.

assuming that the removal of the most central nodes has the potential
of disrupting the network. Given a metric X, we have two main options.
On the one hand, we may run X just once, select and remove the 𝑘 top-
ranking nodes based on X — we refer to this heuristic as the standard
heuristic based on X, also denoted X-S in the following. On the other
hand, we may define the sequence of graphs 𝐺 = 𝐺0, 𝐺1,… , 𝐺𝑘, where
𝐺𝑖+1 is obtained from 𝐺𝑖 removing the node of 𝐺𝑖 that has the greatest

score — this approach requires computing X on each of the 𝑘 graphs
0,… , 𝐺𝑘−1 and we refer to it as the iterative heuristic based on X, also
enoted X-I in the following. Of course, we may define an iterative
euristic for the general CNDP on top of the algorithm by Paudel et al.:
he graph 𝐺𝑖+1 in the sequence is obtained removing from 𝐺𝑖 the node
hat optimally solves the CNDP with 𝑘 = 1 for 𝐺𝑖. Since the algorithm
y Paudel et al. is designed to identify critical nodes, this heuristic
ay be expected to provide near-optimal solutions. Unfortunately, the

btained solution is, in general, sub-optimal, and selecting the 𝑘 nodes
o remove based on some other centrality measure might indeed be a
etter choice, as shown with a toy example in Fig. 1. The main goal of
2

ur study is to evaluate how well this and other heuristics perform in
solving the CNDP in practice, taking into account time constrains and
real-world networks.

The main contributions provided by the present work are the fol-
lowing. First, we reviewed and implemented the algorithm proposed
in [15], which we release as open source software in a repository1 that
includes all code and data used in this paper. Secondly, we present an
in depth analysis of several CNDP heuristics on both synthetic and real-
world graphs, that shows how the heuristic based on the algorithm by
Paudel et al. [15] is, in most cases, the best and the fastest choice for
identifying critical nodes in digraphs. The analysis allowed to identify
a few open issues of the algorithm proposed in [15] and of its use as
the base for an iterative heuristic. We suggest possible directions to
overcome these drawbacks, especially in relation to the possibility that
no articulation points are found at some stage of the process. Finally,
we identify and thoroughly discuss in the paper a few scenarios in
which the heuristics based on other centrality metrics, mostly between-
ness, PageRank and degree, work better than or comparably to the
one based on the algorithm by Paudel et al. In particular, the last two
metrics provide a reasonable trade-off between computational time and
effectiveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we
describe which graphs and heuristics we selected for our study, and
how the iterative and standard strategies work; in Section 3 we evaluate
the goodness of each heuristic based on the ability of disconnecting the
graph for an equal number of removed nodes; in Section 4 we evaluate
the heuristics taking into account their running time, this factor can be
critical in case of time constraints; finally in Section 5 we draw some
conclusions and provide some directions for future works.

2. Methodology

To evaluate which is the best practical approach to solve the CNDP,
we compared several heuristics against different graphs, both synthetic
and originated from real-world networks. In particular, we analyzed a
heuristic based on the algorithm proposed by Paudel et al. [15], that
hereinafter we refer to as the Critical Node Heuristic (CNH), and a set of
heuristics built on top of the following centrality measures: total degree
(DG), undirected closeness (CL), PageRank [18] (PR) and betweenness
(BC). The choice to consider the total degree – i.e. the sum of the out-
and in-degree of a given vertex – and the undirected closeness – i.e. the
closeness computed on the undirected version of the input graph,
obtained ignoring edge direction – follows from preliminary evidence
that these metrics provide similar or better results than, respectively,
the out-/in-degree and the closeness from/to a given vertex.

The chosen metrics are inspired by different notions of centrality
and are commonly used in the analysis of empirical networks. To some
extent, they all tend to reward nodes having a clear impact on the con-
nectivity of the graph. As a matter of fact, they select: (𝑖) the nodes with
the greatest number of neighbors; (𝑖𝑖) the nodes whose average distance
to all other nodes is minimal; (𝑖𝑖𝑖) the nodes that are most likely visited
by a random walk on the graph and; (𝑖𝑣) the nodes that appear the most
in any shortest path of the graphs, respectively. Moreover, these metrics
have different computational costs, a factor that must be taken into
consideration when the CNDP must be addressed under time and/or
computational constraints, or when the input graph must be quickly
disconnected, with the number 𝑘 of vertices to remove not being strictly
bounded.

Formally, the CNH is defined as follows. We start with the input
graph 𝐺0 = 𝐺 and we iteratively run the algorithm by Paudel et al. [15]
on graph 𝐺𝑖 to identify a single node 𝑢𝑖, which we remove from 𝐺𝑖
(together with all its incident edges) to obtain a new graph 𝐺𝑖+1. We
top when 𝑘 nodes have been removed, with 𝐺𝑘 thus being the output

graph. At each iteration, three different outcomes are possible: (i) if the

1 https://github.com/iac-cranic/seeking_critical_nodes_digraphs
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Table 1
Time complexity of different heuristics. 𝑁 is the number of vertices, 𝑀 the number of
edges. 𝑘 is the number of iterations.

Heuristic Complexity

Degree 𝑂(𝑁 +𝑀)
Closeness 𝑂(𝑁𝑀)
PageRank 𝑂(𝑘𝑀)
Betweenness [19] 𝑂(𝑁𝑀)
CNH [15] 𝑂(𝑁 +𝑀)

algorithm returns a single critical node, we take 𝑢𝑖 to be that node; (ii) if
the algorithm returns multiple nodes that are equally critical, we select
𝑢𝑖 looking first at the size of the Strongly Connected Component (SCC)
to which it belongs and then at its degree (in both cases, the larger
the better, with ties broken randomly); (iii) if the algorithm returns
an empty list of nodes, meaning that the graph 𝐺𝑖 has no articulation
points, we select a node uniformly at random in 𝐺𝑖.

For each centrality measure, we considered two different strate-
gies/modes to define a heuristic for the CNDP, that we call standard
and iterative, respectively. In the standard strategy, centrality values are
computed only once in the input graph 𝐺. Those values are then used
to select the top 𝑘 nodes that are considered critical, and thus removed
from the graph. The standard heuristic for metric X is also denoted X-S
in the following. In the iterative strategy, centrality values are computed
each time we need to remove a new node from the graph. Similarly
to the CNH, we start with the input graph 𝐺0 = 𝐺 and we iteratively
compute the selected metric on 𝐺𝑖 to identify the single most central
node 𝑢𝑖, which we remove from 𝐺𝑖 to obtain the new graph 𝐺𝑖+1 (again,
ties are broken randomly). If we want to remove 𝑘 nodes, we thus have
to compute centrality values 𝑘 times. The iterative heuristic for metric
X is also denoted X-I in the following. As a matter of fact, the CNH only
runs in iterative mode. Differently from the other centrality measures,
in fact, the algorithm by Paudel et al. [15] only ranks the articulation
points of the graph, and these nodes may be fewer than the desired 𝑘
— possibly 0, as already discussed above.

It is apparent that the standard and iterative strategies have dif-
ferent computational costs. In the iterative mode, we apply 𝑘-times
the algorithm to compute centrality values, whereas in the standard
mode that is done only once in the original graph. Table 1 shows the
time complexity of each algorithm we use in the paper. We study the
iterative strategy to understand if the application of the metric to the
updated graph can be beneficial for the solution of the problem and
to which extent it can be worth to pay the extra running time cost.
For very small graphs, in the following called tiny graphs, we also
compute the 𝑘 optimal critical nodes, i.e., the exact solution of CNDP.
This algorithm, denoted brute force (BF) approach in the rest of the
paper, is applied only to tiny graphs due to its time complexity. Finally,
we use a random heuristic (RND) as baseline to compare against all
heuristics. As the name suggests, the random heuristic randomly selects
the set of 𝑘 critical nodes to remove.

We ran each heuristics on a selection of real-world and synthetic
graphs of different sizes and types. The aim was to analyze graphs
with different topological structures, emerging from theoretical models
or from real-world data. We decided to include also synthetic graphs
to better understand the impact of specific topological structures, and
to compare the optimal solution against all heuristics. To evaluate
the performance of each heuristic, we analyze the trend of graph
connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes. Specifically,
we study how the residual connectivity of the graph decreases as the
percentage of removed nodes increases, where the residual connectivity
is expressed as the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph.
For an equal percentage of removed nodes, the heuristic with the
lowest residual connectivity is considered the best. To take into account
time constraints, we analyze also the trend of graph connectivity with
3

respect to running time, that is the time required by the heuristic to
select and remove critical nodes. Also in this case, for an equal running
time, the heuristic with the lowest residual connectivity is considered
the best. In the last case, we aim at understanding if it is possible
that, in a given time frame, faster heuristics could select and remove
larger sets of nodes and achieve better connectivity results than slower
heuristics, that select a smaller set of nodes with better characteristics.

2.1. Networks

We evaluate the CNDP heuristics against both real-world and syn-
thetic graphs. Real-world graphs are obtained from real-world networks
of different sizes and types. Following the approach of [15], we se-
lected graphs of five different types: Road Network (RN), Peer to
Peer (P2P), Web Graph (WG), Social Network (SN), and Product-Co-
Purchase (PCP). The networks have been collected from the following
sources: the 9th DIMACS implementation challenge [20], the Stanford
Large Network Dataset Collection [21] and the Ref. [22] containing
the graph academia-SN. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the
graphs in our dataset, including a few topological properties.

Synthetic graphs are generated using two well-known network mod-
els, Erdős–Rényi (ER) and Square Grid (SG) graphs, chosen in order to
test the heuristics against specific network topologies. More precisely,
we use rectangular grids, not squared grids, in case of SG graphs. ER
graphs are the most general null model to which all real graphs can
be compared and are supposedly hard to disconnect. SG graphs, on the
other hand, represent a stylized version of road networks, the only type
of networks for which the CNH is sometimes outperformed by other
heuristics (see Section 3.1). We consider synthetic graphs of 5 K, 50 K
and 100 K vertices, and tiny synthetic graphs of 30 nodes. Given their
small size, tiny ER graphs are not guaranteed to present the topological
properties that typically emerge in large ER graphs. However, these
small ER and SG graphs enable us to qualitatively evaluate how close
each heuristic can get to the optimal solution, at least at this tiny
scale.

To generate directed ER graphs, other than the number of vertices,
we set the average out-degree to 7, in line with the average of all
real-world networks in our dataset. To generate directed SG graphs,
we proceed as follows: (i) we generate the undirected version of the
graph; (ii) we create the directed version of the graph by duplicating
edges; (iii) we randomly remove a fraction (2%) of the edges. We decide
to remove only 2% of the edges because the real-word RN graphs in
our dataset have reciprocity 1, 1 and 0.91, respectively (see Table 2).
Note that it is not possible to increase the average degree of SG graphs
without modifying the structure of the graph and thus the model. For
each model and each graph size, we generated 10 independent graph
instances – 100 for tiny graphs – and we applied each heuristic to the
giant SCC of all instances.

Table 3 reports the main features of the giant SCC of our synthetic
and tiny graphs, with properties averaged over the different instances.

2.2. Experimental setup

We ran all the experiments on a 24-core AMD Ryzen Threadrip-
per 3960X@3.80 GHz system equipped with 256 GB of RAM. Few
heuristics, due to their time complexity, require very long execution
times. To deal with those cases we set an upper bound timeout of
172800 s (2 days) for each run. When the timeout expires, it executes a
graceful shutdown procedure. Concerning the software, we developed
a C implementation of CNH and bruteforce, whereas we leveraged
existing solutions for the other centrality measures. We are aware
that for some metrics there exist in the literature highly parallel and
efficient implementations [23,24]. However, only few of them are
freely available, and an efficient implementation is not available for

all metrics. Thus, for seeking fairness in the comparison, we decided
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Table 2
Real-World Graphs — For each graph in the dataset we show: the name, the type, the number of nodes and edges, the density, the average total degree (avg.
DG), the total degree centralization (DG cen.), the total degree relative standard deviation computed as ratio between the standard deviation and the mean
(DG rsd), the average local clustering coefficient (LC), the reciprocity (R), the assortativity (A) and the diameter (D). The average local clustering coefficient is
computed on the undirected version of each graph. We remind the reader that with DG we denote the total degree, i.e. the sum of the out- and in-degree of a
given vertex.

Name Type Nodes Edges Density avg.
DG

DG
cen.

DG
rsd

LC R A D

amazon0601 PCP 395234 3301092 0.00002 16.70 0.01 0.97 0.426 0.557 −0.0415 52
amazon0302 PCP 241761 1131217 0.00002 9.36 0.00 0.64 0.419 0.544 0.0024 88

p2p-Gnutella31 P2P 14149 50916 0.00025 7.20 0.00 0.60 0.012 0.000 0.1498 30
p2p-Gnutella25 P2P 5153 17695 0.00067 6.87 0.01 0.49 0.010 0.000 0.0247 21

academia-SN SN 147526 1231158 0.00006 16.69 0.07 2.86 0.274 0.605 −0.0115 20
soc-Epinions1 SN 32223 443506 0.00043 27.53 0.09 2.67 0.279 0.458 −0.0401 16

web-NotreDame WG 53968 304685 0.00010 10.98 0.14 4.85 0.588 0.389 −0.0615 93
web-BerkStan WG 334857 4523232 0.00004 27.02 0.23 13.32 0.657 0.226 −0.1747 679
web-Google WG 434818 3419124 0.00002 15.73 0.01 2.57 0.657 0.377 −0.0634 51

USA-road-d.NY RN 264346 733846 0.00001 5.55 0.00 0.35 0.025 1.0 0.1814 720
USA-road-d.BAY RN 321270 800172 0.00001 4.98 0.00 0.40 0.021 1.0 0.0539 837
rome99b RN 3353 8870 0.00079 5.29 0.00 0.34 0.035 0.909 0.1918 57
Table 3
Synthetic and Tiny Graphs — The numbers in subscript in each graph’s name indicate the parameters used to create it — either the number of vertices or the
average out-degree for ER graphs, the dimensions of the grid for SG graphs. We generated 100 independent instances of each tiny graph, and 10 independent
instances of each other graph. We only considered the giant SCC of each instance. For each graph, the table reports: the name, the type, and the mean over
the different instances of the number of nodes, the number of edges, the average total degree (avg. DG), the total degree centralization (DG cen.), the total
degree relative standard deviation computed as ratio between the standard deviation and the mean (DG rsd), the average local clustering coefficient (LC), the
reciprocity (R), the assortativity (A) and the diameter (D). The average local clustering coefficient is computed on the undirected version of each graph. We
remind that DG denotes the total degree, i.e. the sum of the out- and in-degree of a given vertex.

Name Type Nodes Edges Density avg.
DG

DG
cen.

DG
rsd

LC R A D

ER_7 tiny
ER

30.0 211.2 0.24279 14.08 0.23 0.22 0.427 0.245 −0.0444 3.55

ER_5𝐾 ER 4992.2 35057.6 0.00141 14.04 0.00 0.27 0.003 0.001 −0.0016 8.2
ER_50𝐾 ER 49909.6 349283.7 0.00014 14.00 0.00 0.27 0.000 0.000 −0.0003 10.9
ER_100𝐾 ER 99821.9 698513.5 0.00007 14.00 0.00 0.27 0.000 0.000 0.0002 11.0

GRID_6𝑥5 tiny
SG

30.0 96.3 0.11064 6.42 0.06 0.21 0.000 0.982 0.4006 9.01

GRID_50𝑥100 SG 5000.0 19305.1 0.00077 7.72 0.00 0.08 0.000 0.979 0.2802 148.0
GRID_250𝑥200 SG 50000.0 195118.3 0.00008 7.80 0.00 0.06 0.000 0.980 0.1199 448.0
GRID_500𝑥200 SG 100000.0 390579.7 0.00004 7.81 0.00 0.06 0.000 0.979 0.0961 698.0
a
r

w
j
o
G
t
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t
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t

to rely on igraph,2 a well-known and widely used, by researchers or
nalysts dealing with graphs, C-library.

All source codes are available from the paper repository3 [25],
long with the graphs datasets and results. For the generation of
ynthetic graphs we relied on the NetworkX python library.4 For each
ype of synthetic graph we generated a set of networks and we ran the
euristics on all of them, the results are averaged over all runs. The
aption of each figure specifies the size of the set of graph instances
onsidered for the experiment.

. Connectivity VS removed nodes

In this section, we analyze how fast each heuristic disconnects the
raph with respect to the percentage of removed nodes. We evaluate
he standard (S) and the iterative (I) strategies separately. For each cen-
rality metrics X, the two heuristics based on X are denoted respectively
ith X-S (standard) and X-I (iterative) in the charts.

.1. Real-world graphs

We start discussing the application of the standard strategy to real-
orld graphs. Figs. 2–6 show the results for each combination of

2 https://igraph.org
3 https://github.com/iac-cranic/seeking_critical_nodes_digraphs
4

4

https://networkx.org
heuristic and graph. In each chart we show only the section that is
more relevant for the discussion, by using a different limit for the 𝑥-
xis. The horizontal gray dotted lines in the charts denote the 50% of
esidual connectivity.

Generally speaking, we observe that, by picking the right heuristic,
e can reach the 50% of residual network connectivity by removing

ust a small subset of nodes — less than 3% of the initial number
f nodes in almost all networks, about 5%–6% in amazon0601, p2p-
nutella25 and rome99b. CNH is, overall, the best heuristic for iden-

ifying critical nodes, i.e. for an equal percentage of removed nodes,
NH almost always reaches the lowest residual connectivity. The only
wo exceptions are both road networks: in USA-road-d.NY CNH is out-
erformed by BC-S after roughly 2% of the nodes have been removed;
n rome99b CNH is outperformed by BC-I (right after 1.5% of removed
odes), by CL-I (at 2.5%), by CL-S (only between 6% and 7%) and by
C-S (at 8%). The case of the rome99b network is especially notewor-
hy because both BC-I and CL-I perform remarkably better than CNH.

Comparing different types of networks, we observe that

• In PCP and P2P networks (Figs. 2 and 3) centrality-based heuris-
tics generally provide a slow linear drop in the connectivity as 𝑘
increases, thus performing very poorly when compared with CNH.
This happens despite these two types of networks have significant
topological differences (see Table 2) and may be related to their
limited centralization — even if PCP networks are scale-free,
while P2P networks are not. The fact that P2P networks have

https://igraph.org
https://github.com/iac-cranic/seeking_critical_nodes_digraphs
https://networkx.org
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Fig. 2. Real-world product-co-purchase (PCP). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for real-world PCP graphs using the standard and
iterative strategies. The connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the
graph. The horizontal gray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity.
Fig. 3. Real-world peer-to-peer (P2P). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for real-world P2P graphs using the standard and iterative
strategies. The connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the graph.
The horizontal gray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity.
almost 0 reciprocity may explain why BC-I works slightly better
in these networks, especially in p2p-Gnutella31.

• On the other hand, in SN and WG networks (Figs. 4 and 5)
some centrality-based heuristics work quite well, possibly due
to the pronounced scale-free nature of these networks. In web-
NotreDame and web-BerkStan networks, whose DG distribution
follows a power-law distribution with exponent <2.5, it is gen-
erally easy to find nodes that quickly disrupt the network, even
relying on simple metrics such as DG and PR. A similar result has
already been discussed in [26], in which the authors study the
robustness of social and web graphs to node removal.
5

• RN networks make a case of their own. In this case, BC- and
CL-based heuristics generally outperform the other centrality-
based heuristics, and sometimes even CNH. Intuitively, the highly
regular structure of road networks (e.g. see the DG centralization
and relative standard deviation in Table 2) makes the hubs not
so different from all other vertices, and allows to find articulation
points only at the periphery of the network. To better understand
how the heuristics behave in RN graphs, we analyze a set of
synthetic networks that mimic their topological structure, see
Section 3.2.
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Fig. 4. Real-world social networks (SN). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for real-world SN graphs using the standard and iterative
strategies. The connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the graph.
The horizontal gray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity.
Fig. 5. Real-world web graphs (WG). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for real-world WG graphs using the standard and iterative
strategies. The connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the graph.
The horizontal gray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity.
Comparing the results of executing each heuristic in standard and
iterative mode, we observe that in most cases there is not a notable
difference between the two approaches. Most of the time, the iter-
ative and standard strategies achieve very close results with just a
slight improvement when the iterative strategy is applied. There are
few exceptions of graph and heuristic combinations, that show big
improvements when we switch from the standard to the iterative mode
and also a couple of cases, for the closeness, in which the standard
mode provides even better results than the iterative mode. The iterative
strategy requires a longer running time than the standard mode, and
this extra cost does not seem to be compensated by the quality of the
results. For the iterative strategy, it is important to notice that BC and
CL are usually not viable solutions for disconnecting the graphs of our
dataset, due to their time complexity. We recall that we set a running
6

time constraint of 2 days for each heuristic, and our results show that
only the smallest graphs of the dataset can be processed with these two
heuristics. Indeed, we see that BC and CL can just remove a small subset
of the nodes needed to disconnect the largest graphs, with a minimal
or negligible impact on their connectivity.

3.2. Synthetic graphs

In this section we analyze ER and SG synthetic graphs. We chose
to include SG graphs in an attempt to mimic the topological structure
of RN graphs, whereas ER graphs have been included because they
are the classical model used to generate random graphs and they are
supposed to be hard to disconnect, as confirmed by our results. Figs. 7
and 8 show the connectivity as a function of the percentage of removed
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Fig. 6. Real-world road networks (RN). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for real-world RN graphs using the standard and iterative
strategies. The connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the graph.
The horizontal gray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity.
Fig. 7. Synthetic Erdös–Rényi (ER). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for synthetic ER graphs using the standard and iterative strategies.
The connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the graph. The horizontal
gray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity. For each model we generated 10 instances – 100 for tiny graphs – to which we applied all heuristics. In the charts we
report the average over all runs.
nodes for ER and SG graphs, respectively. The lines in the charts are the
average computed over 100 different graph instances, for tiny graphs
of 30 nodes, and over 10 different graph instances, for graphs of size
5 K, 50 K and 100 K.

Fig. 7 confirms the intuition that the homogeneity of ER graphs
make them, in general, hard to disconnect. In the tiny ER_7 graph
the results obtained with BC-I are remarkably close to those given
by a brute-force optimal solution, whereas all other heuristics are
far from optimal. This result, however, is not replicated in larger
graphs, where we need to remove more than 25% of the nodes to
halve the connectivity of the graph regardless of the chosen algorithm
— compared to the 6% needed, at worst, in real-world graphs. We
observe no significant differences between the results obtained by
different centrality-based heuristics in large ER graphs, despite these
graphs having very variable density. Suggesting that other topolog-
ical features have a major impact in solving the CNDP and density
alone does not give us directions on how much a network is hard
7

to disconnect. CNH always outperforms the other heuristics for small
𝑘, but the advantage vanishes as 𝑘 increases. It is worth noting that,
at a high level, the graph p2p-Gnutella25 may seem quite similar to
ER_5K (see Tables 2 and 3). All centrality-based metrics indeed perform
similarly for these two graphs. However, CNH works remarkably better
in p2p-Gnutella25 than ER_5K, suggesting that CNH benefits from some
non-evident topological feature of p2p-Gnutella25.

SG graphs provide a different and more varied scenario. In Fig. 8(a),
we see that PR-S is the best standard heuristic for large SG graphs,
whereas BC-S works especially well in SG_50x100, where it signifi-
cantly outperforms CNH. More generally, CNH performs quite poorly
in these graphs. If we look at Fig. 8(b), we realize that all iterative
heuristics disconnect the network much faster than CNH. BC-I and CL-I,
in particular, provide near-optimal solutions for the tiny SG_6x5 graph,
and they completely disconnect the larger SG graphs by removing a
very small percentage of the nodes. A possible explanation is that
a perfectly regular SG only has articulation points at the extreme
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Fig. 8. Synthetic square grid (SG). Trend of graph connectivity with respect to the number of removed nodes for synthetic SG graphs using the standard and iterative strategies.
he connectivity is the percentage of the initial connectivity of the graph, whereas the number of removed nodes is the percentage of the initial nodes in the graph. The horizontal
ray dotted line denotes the 50% of residual connectivity. For each model we generated 10 instances – 100 for tiny graphs – to which we applied all heuristics. In the charts we
eport the average over all runs.
Fig. 9. Probability to find no articulation points in synthetic graphs. The 𝑦-value associated to a certain percentage of removed nodes is the fraction of runs in which, at that
tep of the algorithm, CNH made a ‘‘random choice’’ because it did not find any articulation point. The 𝑦-values range from 0, meaning that an articulation point was found at
hat step in all runs, to 1, meaning that a random node was selected at that step in all runs. Charts ’ER’ and ’SG’ show how many times a ‘‘random choice’’ has been made in
R and SG graphs respectively, values are averaged over all runs.
t
eriphery of the network – so that CNH behaves as a very greedy
lgorithm – or has no articulation points at all — so that CNH works
ike a random algorithm. Unfortunately, BC-I and CL-I are the heuristics
ith the highest time complexity, and might not be viable solutions

or large graphs (e.g. both heuristics reach the timeout for very small
in SG_500x200). Considering time constraints, PR-S, PR-I and DG-I

uarantee a good trade-off between efficacy and efficiency. The limited
greement between the results obtained for synthetic SG graphs and
or real-world RN graphs (see Fig. 6) suggests that real-world road
etworks are sufficiently irregular to bring out the advantages of a
pecific algorithm like CNH.

In general, CNH performed significantly worse in our synthetic
raphs than it did in the real-world graphs analyzed in Section 3.1. To
etter understand why, we looked more closely at what happened at
ach iteration of the algorithm. CNH selects a random vertex at every
teration in which it does not find any articulation point. In Fig. 9, the
-value associated to a certain step of the algorithm (expressed as a
ercentage of removed nodes) is the fraction of runs in which, at that
tep, the algorithm made a ‘‘random choice’’. The 𝑦-values range from
, meaning that an articulation point was selected at that step in all
uns, to 1, meaning that a random node was chosen at that step in all
uns. In ER graphs, CNH manages to identify actual critical nodes in
8

he very first steps, but, after 1% of the nodes has been removed, it
starts to mostly work as a random heuristic, meaning that there are
no more articulation points in the graph. The fact that CNH behaves
no worse than the other heuristics in ER graphs (see Fig. 7), however,
suggests that, after a few critical nodes have been removed, one cannot
do much better than this. In SG graphs, CNH basically chooses random
nodes since the beginning, because a regular grid has essentially no
articulation points. In this case, the comparison with other heuristics
clearly shows that selecting the nodes based on their network centrality
works a lot better than choosing them at random. We thus argue that
CNH could be modified to operate a better choice when there are no
articulation points in the graph.

The absence of articulation points at different steps of the heuristic
– and the consequent removal of random nodes – does not explain,
however, the results obtained for real graphs. Fig. 10 is the analogous of
Fig. 9 for real-world networks: for each percentage of removed nodes,
the plots show if CNH selected the node to remove randomly or if it
selected an articulation point. In USA-road-d.NY, the algorithm starts
to randomly select nodes only after 6% of nodes have been removed,
i.e. only once the residual connectivity is below 20%. In rome99b, the
algorithm always selects an articulation point — at least up to 10% of
the network is removed. Nonetheless, as already discussed, in these two
networks CNH is not the best heuristic for identifying critical nodes.
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Fig. 10. CNH random choice — real-world. For each step of CNH, the charts show how the heuristic chooses the node to remove. 0 means that an articulation point was found
and removed at that step. 1 means that a random node was selected and removed at that step.
Fig. 11. Iterative — real-world. Trend of graph connectivity with respect to running time for real-world graphs using the iterative strategy. The connectivity is the percentage
of the initial connectivity of the graph, the running time is expressed in seconds. Each heuristic is limited to remove maximum 10% of the nodes. The horizontal gray dotted line
denotes the 50% of residual connectivity.
4. Connectivity VS running time

While identifying the best critical nodes is important, the time
required by each heuristic to identify such critical nodes is another
determining factor that we must take into account. This factor is more
important as the number of nodes in the graph increases, indeed for
some heuristics it could become impossible to identify critical nodes in
the given time frame in large graphs, as shown in the previous sections.
In many application settings, the best heuristic is thus the one that
guarantees an optimal trade-off between the residual connectivity and
the execution time. Only for comparable connectivity in comparable
time, the heuristic that removes the minimum number of nodes is
actually to be preferred.

In this section, we consider a variant of the CNDP, denoted
CNDP(𝛼), that is not explicitly parametrized by the number 𝑘 of nodes
to remove. We select a target 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1) and we aim at finding the fastest
possible heuristic that degrades the connectivity of the network to some
𝛾 ≤ 𝛼𝛾0, where 𝛾0 is the initial connectivity of the graph. In theory, this
variant of the CNDP does not pose any constraint to the number 𝑘 of
removed nodes. In practice, however, we do limit the number of nodes
9

that each heuristic can remove to 𝑘 = 10% of the network, knowing
from Section 3.1 that 6% is enough to halve the connectivity of any
graph in our dataset when the best heuristic for the graph is used. This
is necessary for, at least, two reasons: (i) the maximum number of nodes
that we can remove is often a constraint of the application, (ii) with no
limits to 𝑘, removing all nodes of the network would always be the
optimal solution to the problem. To address the CNDP(𝛼), we study
how fast each heuristic disconnects the graph analyzing the trend of
graph connectivity with respect to running time. We remind the reader
that we included the random heuristic as baseline.

Fig. 11 shows the connectivity obtained by each iterative heuristic
as a function of the running time. To compute the running time for
a given algorithm, at each step we sum up the time needed to: (i)
select the node to remove; (ii) remove the node; (iii) compute the new
connectivity, which includes decomposing the graph into SCCs. Step
(iii) is necessary to define a stopping criterion for the CNDP(𝛼), for
which the number of nodes to remove is not known. CNH is, by far, the
fastest algorithm. Even heuristics based on very fast metrics such as DG
and PR, in fact, need to repeat steps (ii) and (iii) at each iteration. These
two steps are very efficient in our implementation of CNH because
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Table 4
For each heuristic X we show the time 𝑡𝑋 required to compute the nodes ranking, and the minimum 𝛼𝑋 that can be reached by removing 10% of the nodes.
𝑡𝐶𝑁𝐻 is the time required by CNH to reach 𝛼 = 0 or 𝑘 = 10%. Nodes are removed based on the ranking computed by each heuristic. For each network the values
of 𝛼𝑋 > 0.5 are in bold and the minimum 𝛼𝑋 is underlined.

Type Name 𝛼𝐷𝐺 𝛼𝑃𝑅 𝛼𝐶𝐿 𝛼𝐵𝐶 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 𝑡𝐷𝐺 𝑡𝑃𝑅 𝑡𝐶𝐿 𝑡𝐵𝐶 𝑡𝐶𝑁𝐻

SN soc-Epinions1 0.23 0.19 0.28 0.16 0.08 0.003 0.09 1e+02 2e+02 2e+02
academia-SN 0.38 0.3 0.62 0.29 0.16 0.02 0.5 5e+03 9e+03 4e+03

P2P p2p-Gnutella25 0.56 0.55 0.62 0.53 0.2 0.0002 0.007 1e+00 2e+00 3e+00
p2p-Gnutella31 0.54 0.53 0.63 0.51 0.03 0.0008 0.03 1e+01 2e+01 2e+01

PCP amazon0601 0.68 0.66 0.73 0.63 0.28 0.06 1e+00 4e+04 7e+04 3e+04
amazon0302 0.34 0.31 0.61 0.25 0.0 0.01 0.4 1e+04 2e+04 4e+03

RN USA-road-d.BAY 0.007 0.021 0.72 0.23 9.3e−05 0.01 0.4 1e+04 2e+04 1e+03
rome99b 0.59 0.63 0.38 0.15 0.23 0.0001 0.004 0.5 0.6 0.9
USA-road-d.NY 0.24 0.036 0.8 0.008 0.0022 0.009 0.3 9e+03 2e+04 3e+03

WG web-NotreDame 0.0014 0.0018 0.11 0.0022 5.2e−05 0.002 0.1 2e+02 2e+02 8e+00
web-Google 0.51 0.47 0.69 0.54 0.0 0.04 1e+00 3e+04 6e+04 5e+03
web-BerkStan 0.21 0.12 0.38 0.11 0.0 0.04 1e+00 1e+04 2e+04 1e+03
i
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they exploit the data structures used to find the articulation points of
the graph. In particular, in step (ii) we manage nodes relabeling at
SCC level, so when we remove a node, we re-assign labels only to the
nodes belonging to the same SCC. In step (iii) we compute the new
connectivity as the difference between the connectivity before node
𝑥 removal and the CNH score of node 𝑥. The case of the rome99b
network is especially noteworthy: even if BC-I and CL-I can disconnect
the graph by removing fewer nodes than CNH (see Fig. 6), CNH can
disconnect the graph a lot faster than both BC-I and CL-I. Summing
up, if the goal is degrading the connectivity of the network to some
fraction 𝛼 of the initial connectivity, CNH is the fastest of all iterative
heuristics considered in this paper. Additionally, in all considered real-
world graphs, except rome99b, it does so by removing fewer nodes than
the other heuristics.

When we consider standard heuristics, most of the competitive
advantage of CNH is lost. The time required by any standard heuristic
X-S to address the CNDP(𝛼) is, in fact, the sum of the time needed to: (a)
ompute the metric X once; (b) find the minimum 𝑘 such that removing
he 𝑘 top-ranking nodes decreases the connectivity by a factor 𝛼. Step
b) can be implemented with a binary search method, identical for all
etrics, which requires to remove a bunch of nodes and compute the

btained connectivity just a logarithmic number of times — log of one
enth of the network size, if 𝑘 is bounded. In the following, we make
he conservative assumption that the time for step (b) is negligible, and
e approximate the running time of heuristic X-S by the time required

o compute the metric X in the original graph.
The asymptotic running time of CL and BC is roughly 𝑂(𝑁) times

reater than that of DG and PR (see Table 1). The values reported in
able 4 confirm that this is true, in practice, for all of our real-world
raphs. In Table 4, 𝑡X is the running time, in seconds, of metric X,
hereas 𝛼X is the relative connectivity obtained by the X-S heuristic
y removing the top 10% of the network — in bold, all cases where
X > 0.5. When CNH completely disrupts the network by removing
ess than 10% of the network, 𝑡𝐶𝑁𝐻 is the time required by CNH to
each 𝛼 = 0. Table 4 shows that CL-S is hardly useful in practice: it
s the least effective of all standard heuristics, while being very time
onsuming. CNH and BC-S generally outperform, in terms of 𝛼, both
G-S and PR-S. CNH, however, runs in time comparable to BC-S, and
oth these heuristics are orders of magnitude slower than DG-S and
R-S. Whether the extra running time of CNH and BC-S is affordable
epends on the specific application setting. Generally speaking, PR-S
ffers a reasonable trade-off between running time and efficacy.

While the time to remove 10% of the network with CNH and BC-S
s comparable, CNH is always preferable to BS-S, as clarified by Fig. 12.
f we bound CNH to the running time 𝑡𝐵𝐶 , we may measure the pros of
sing CNH by respectively fixing the target connectivity or the number
10

f removed nodes. We define 𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 and 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 as, respectively, the w
Fig. 12. Comparison of CNH and BC-S when bound to the running time of BC-S.
𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 and 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 are, respectively, the percentage of the network that can be removed
n the running time of BC-S using CNH, and the connectivity obtained removing those
𝐶𝑁𝐻 nodes; 𝑘𝐵𝐶 is the percentage of the network that has to be removed with BC-S
o obtain the connectivity 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 ; 𝛼𝐵𝐶 is the connectivity obtained with BC-S removing
he 𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 top-ranking nodes.

umber of nodes that CNH removes in time 𝑡𝐵𝐶 and the 𝛼 reached
y CNH by removing such 𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 nodes. In Fig. 12(a), we compare
𝐶𝑁𝐻 with the number of nodes that BC-S must remove to reach 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 ,
enoted 𝑘𝐵𝐶 . In Fig. 12(b), we compare 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 with the 𝛼 reached by
C-S removing 𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 nodes, denoted 𝛼𝐵𝐶 . In many cases 𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 ≪ 𝑘𝐵𝐶
nd 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 ≪ 𝛼𝐵𝐶 , meaning that CNH is clearly better than BC-S from all
oints of view. In some relatively small networks, such as rome99b and
oc-Epinions1, 𝑘𝐶𝑁𝐻 ≈ 𝑘𝐵𝐶 , but 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 < 𝛼𝐵𝐶 . In web-NotreDame and
SA-road-d.NY, CNH can completely disrupt the network (i.e. 𝛼𝐶𝑁𝐻 =
) in time 𝑡𝐵𝐶 , removing a lot fewer nodes than what would be needed
ith BC-S (i.e. 𝑘 ≪ 𝑘 ).
𝐶𝑁𝐻 𝐵𝐶
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5. Conclusions and future work

Understanding which nodes are critical in keeping a network con-
nected is a widely-studied problem, usually known as the Critical Node
Detection Problem (CNDP). The CNDP is generally parametrized by
an integer 𝑘 and it is formulated as the problem of finding the set of

nodes whose deletion results in the minimum pairwise connectivity
mong the remaining nodes. In directed graphs, the pairwise connec-
ivity is the number of vertex pairs that are strongly connected in the
raph. The CNDP is NP-hard [13], so that heuristic algorithms are
eeded to solve it in practice.

A linear-time optimal algorithm for the case 𝑘 = 1 in digraphs has
been proposed by Paudel et al. in [15]. In this paper, we investigated
whether iterating Paudel’s algorithm is a viable solution to address the
CNDP for a generic 𝑘. The main idea of our iterative Critical Node
Heuristic (CNH) – identifying and removing the most critical node in
the network, to obtain the input graph of the following iteration – can
be generalized to work with any centrality metrics. We defined four
other iterative heuristics, DG-I, PR-I, CL-I and BC-I, respectively based
on the total degree, pagerank, closeness, and betweenness centralities,
and their ‘‘standard’’ counterparts, DG-S, PR-S, CL-S and BC-S, where
the metrics are used to rank all nodes in the graph and the 𝑘 top-ranking
nodes are removed altogether. We studied the performance of our
CNH and all other iterative and standard heuristics, on both real-world
and synthetic graphs, measuring their effectiveness and efficiency, also
taking into account time constraints.

Our analysis shows that, in general, CNH is a very good option
to identify critical nodes in real-world digraphs: it is quite fast and
allows to quickly disrupt the network by removing a relatively small
number of nodes. The running time of CNH is comparable to the time
needed to compute the closeness or the betweenness centrality just
once on the input graph, but it provides much better results than both
CL-S and BC-S heuristics. Generally speaking, the longer running time
required by the iterative heuristics are not always compensated by the
quality of the results. The centrality-based heuristic that benefits more
from an iterative strategy is BC-I, but iterating the computation of the
betweenness centrality is not a viable solution for large graphs. In cases
where the running time of CNH is not affordable, PR-S and PR-I provide
a good trade-off between time and effectiveness.

The topological structure of the input graph has a remarkable im-
pact on both the average performance of the considered heuristics and
the gain provided by CNH with respect to other heuristics. In the very
homogeneous Erdős–Rényi random graphs, all metrics perform equally
poorly, as partially known. In peer-to-peer and product-co-purchase
networks, CNH is the only heuristic that guarantees a super-linear
decrease of the connectivity as a function of 𝑘. In networks with
a pronounced scale-free structure, such as social networks and web
graphs, it is generally easier to disconnect the network with any of
the considered heuristics, and especially easy with CNH. Finally, a few
centrality-based metrics perform comparably to, or even better than,
CNH in road networks. This trend is even more visible in regular square
grid networks – which can be seen as a stylized and rigid version of road
networks – where CNH rarely finds any articulation points and is thus
outperformed by all iterative centrality-based heuristics.

Our results suggest possible directions that we plan to explore in the
future, in order to improve the performance of our CNH algorithm. In
particular, we identified graphs without articulation points as a possible
main issue for CNH. At any iteration in which no articulation points are
found, in fact, CNH removes a node chosen uniformly at random in the
network. This sometimes results in a considerable degradation of its
effectiveness. A hybridization of CNH with other heuristics, in which
the random choice is replaced by an informed choice that considers
other forms of network centrality, might be a suitable correction. Such
a change in the algorithm must be done taking into account the time
complexity needed to make the choice: we either compute the centrality
11

just once, at the very beginning of the process, or we need a metric that
has a linear-time complexity, such as the degree or pagerank, to prevent
from losing one of the main advantages of CNH.

Finally, we believe that revising the algorithm by Paudel et al. and
optimizing the implementation of CNH is an important contribution
towards making these algorithms usable in practice. To this end, all
the source code used in this paper is freely available on the paper
repository [25], together with the datasets and the experimental results.
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